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Abstract

Tangled multi-party dialogue contexts001
lead to challenges for dialogue reading002
comprehension, where multiple dialogue003
threads flow simultaneously within a common004
dialogue history, increasing difficulties in005
understanding a dialogue history for both006
human and machine. Previous studies007
mainly focus on utterance encoding methods008
with carefully designed features and pay009
inadequate attention to characteristic features010
of the structure of dialogues. We specially011
take dialogue structure factors into account012
and design a novel model for dialogue013
disentangling. Based on the fact that dialogues014
are constructed on successive participation015
of speakers and interactions between users016
of interest, we extract clues of speaker017
property and reference of users to model018
structural information of dialogues. The019
proposed method achieves new state-of-the-art020
on benchmark dataset and contributes to021
dialogue-related comprehension.022

1 Introduction023

Communication between multiple parties happens024

anytime and anywhere, especially as the booming025

social network services hugely facilitates open026

discussion, such as group chatting and forum027

discussion, producing various tangled dialogue028

logs (Lowe et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2018;029

Choi et al., 2018; Reddy et al., 2019; Li et al.,030

2020a). Whereas, it can be challenging for a new031

participant to understand the previous chatting log032

since multi-party dialogues always exhibit disorder033

and complication (Shen et al., 2006; Elsner and034

Charniak, 2010; Jiang et al., 2018; Kummerfeld035

et al., 2019). In fact, it is because of the distributed036

and random organization, multi-party dialogues are037

much less coherent or consistent than plain texts.038

As the example shown in figure 1, the development039

of a multi-party dialogue has characteristic factors:040

1) Random users successively participate in the041

I cant ssh into it until I log in as a 
user.

daftykins: oh haha sorry

it says connetction refused.

Do the ubuntu lts versions able to 
run as a live cd?

regum: Because the root accoutn is 
disabled in Ubuntu, by default.

blackdog: run as live for testing, yes

which is really inconvenient, as it 
means I have to plug a keyboard 
every time I turn it on.

thanks

regum: so reconfigure SSHd

I meant to the channel and not me, I 
know nothing about python :)daftykins
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Figure 1: An example piece of multi-party chatting logs
from Ubuntu IRC (Kummerfeld et al., 2019).

dialogue and follow certain topics that they are 042

interested in, motivating the development of 043

those topics. 2) Users reply to former related 044

utterances and mention involved users, forming 045

dependencies among utterances. As a result, 046

multiple ongoing conversation threads develop 047

as the dialogue proceeding, which breaks the 048

consistency and hinders both human and machine 049

from understanding context, let alone giving a 050

proper response (Jiang et al., 2018; Kummerfeld 051

et al., 2019; Joty et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2021). 052

In a word, the behavior of speakers determines the 053

structure of a dialogue passage, and the structure 054

causes problems of reading comprehension. 055

Structural features of dialogue context 056

deserves special attention for disentanglement. 057

Disentangling passages or clustering conversation 058

threads contributes to screening concerned parts 059

among contexts, therefore is naturally required by 060

passage comprehension and related downstream 061

dialogue tasks (Elsner and Charniak, 2010; Jia 062

et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021a), such as response 063

selection, question-answering, etc. 064
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Nevertheless, existing works on dialogue065

disentanglement remain to be improved (Zhu066

et al., 2020; Yu and Joty, 2020; Li et al.,067

2020b), which ignore or pay little attention to068

characters of dialogues and show suboptimal069

performance. Earlier works mainly depend on070

feature engineering (Kummerfeld et al., 2019;071

Elsner and Charniak, 2010; Yu and Joty, 2020), and072

use well-constructed handcrafted features to train073

a naive classifier (Elsner and Charniak, 2010) or074

linear feed-forward network (Kummerfeld et al.,075

2019). Recent works are mostly based on two076

strategies: 1) two-step (Mehri and Carenini, 2017;077

Zhu et al., 2020; Yu and Joty, 2020; Li et al., 2020b;078

Liu et al., 2021a) and 2) end-to-end (Tan et al.,079

2019; Liu et al., 2020). In the two-step method, the080

disentanglement task is divided into matching and081

clustering, which means firstly matching utterance082

pairs to detect reply-to relations and then dividing083

utterances into clusters according to the matching084

score. In the end-to-end strategy, alternatively, for085

each conversation thread, the state of dialogue is086

modeled, which is mapped with a new utterance087

and accordingly updated. At the same time, the new088

utterance is divided into the best-matched thread.089

Nonetheless, the essence of both strategies is to090

model the relations of utterance pairs.091

Recently, Pre-trained Language Models (PrLMs)092

(Devlin et al., 2019; an, 2019; Clark et al.,093

2020) have brought prosperity to downstream094

natural language processing tasks by providing095

contextualized backbones, based on which096

various works have combined contextualized097

information with features of dialogues for inspiring098

achievements (Lowe et al., 2015; Li et al., 2020a;099

Liu et al., 2021b; Jia et al., 2020; Wang et al.,100

2020). Studies on dialogue disentanglement also101

get benefit from PrLMs (Li et al., 2020b; Zhu102

et al., 2020), whereas there is still room for103

improvement due to their insufficient enhancement104

from capturing dialogue structure information.105

So as to enhance characteristic structural106

features of tangled multi-party dialogues, we107

design a new model as a better solution for the108

dialogue disentanglement. The structure of a109

multi-party dialogue is based on the actions of110

speakers according to the natural development of111

dialogues. Thus we extract 1) speaker property112

and 2) reference between users to characterize113

dependencies of utterances, which is taken into114

consideration to help with the detection of reply-to115

relationships. Evaluation is conducted on DSTC- 116

8 Ubuntu IRC dataset (Kummerfeld et al., 2019), 117

where our proposed model achieves new state- 118

of-the-art. Further analyses and applications of 119

our model illustrate the advantages and scalability 120

additionally. 121

2 Background and Related Work 122

2.1 Pre-trained Language Models 123

Pre-trained language models (PrLMs) have brought 124

remarkable achievements in a wide range of natural 125

language processing (NLP) tasks, where BERT 126

(Devlin et al., 2019) is one of the most significant 127

and inspiring pioneers. It was pre-trained on the 128

two self-supervised training objectives, Masked 129

Language Modeling (MLM) and Next Sentence 130

Prediction (NSP) (Devlin et al., 2019). Devoted to 131

NLP tasks, PrLMs often work as a contextualized 132

encoder with some task-oriented layers added. 133

For disentanglement on multi-party dialogues, 134

existing models concatenate utterances to feed into 135

subsequent layers and use the contextualized output 136

for detecting relationships of utterances (Zhu et al., 137

2020; Li et al., 2020b). 138

2.2 Dialogue-related Machine Reading 139

Comprehension 140

Dialogue-related machine reading comprehension 141

(MRC) brings challenges on handling the 142

complicated scenarios from multiple speakers 143

and criss-crossed dependencies among utterances 144

(Lowe et al., 2015; Yang and Choi, 2019; Sun et al., 145

2019; Li et al., 2020a). A dialogue is developed by 146

all involved speakers in a distributed way, where 147

an individual speaker focuses and declares oneself 148

on some of the topics discussed in the conversation 149

or reply to utterances from other related speakers. 150

Therefore, consistency and continuity are broken 151

by tangled reply-to dependencies between non- 152

adjacent utterances (Li et al., 2020a; Jia et al., 2020; 153

Ma et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021), leading to a graph 154

structure that is quite different from the smooth 155

presentation in plain texts. 156

Recently, numbers of works of dialogue-related 157

MRC have managed to enhance dialogue structural 158

features in order to deal with dialogue passages 159

better (Jia et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2021; 160

Ma et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021), which achieve 161

progress compared to methods that were previously 162

proposed for plain texts. This inspiration impacts 163

and promotes a wide range of dialogue-related 164
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MRC tasks such as response selection (Gu et al.,165

2020; Liu et al., 2021b), question answering (Ma166

et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021), emotion detection (Hu167

et al., 2021) and so on.168

2.3 Dialogue Disentanglement169

Dialogue disentanglement (Elsner and Charniak,170

2010), which is also referred as conversation171

management (Traum et al., 2004) , thread detection172

(Shen et al., 2006) or thread extraction (Adams,173

2008), has been studied for decades, due to the both174

of significance and difficulty of understanding long175

multi-party dialogues. Various methods of dialogue176

disentanglement have been proposed aiming to177

cluster utterances.178

Early works can be summarized as feature179

encoder and clustering algorithms. Well-designed180

handcraft features are constructed as input of181

simple networks that predict whether a pair of182

utterances are alike or different, and clustering183

methods are then borrowed for partitioning (Elsner184

and Charniak, 2010; Jiang et al., 2018). Researches185

are facilitated by a large-scale, high-quality public186

dataset, Ubuntu IRC, created by Kummerfeld et al.187

(2019). And then the application of FeedForward188

network and pointer network (Vinyals et al., 2015)189

leads to significant progress, but the improvement190

still partially relies on handcraft-related features191

(Kummerfeld et al., 2019; Yu and Joty, 2020). Then192

the end-to-end strategy is proposed and fills the193

gap between the two steps (Liu et al., 2020), where194

dialogue disentanglement is modeled as a dialogue195

state transition process, and utterances are clustered196

by mapping with the states of each dialogue thread.197

Inspired by achievements of pre-trained language198

models (Devlin et al., 2019; Clark et al., 2020; an,199

2019), approaches based on PrLMs that serve as200

the utterance encoder are recently proposed (Zhu201

et al., 2020; Gu et al., 2020).202

However, attention paid to the characteristics203

of dialogues seems to be inadequate. Feature204

engineering-based works represent properties of205

individual utterances such as time, speakers, and206

topics with naive handcraft methods, thus ignoring207

dialogue contexts (Elsner and Charniak, 2010;208

Kummerfeld et al., 2019). PrLM-based Masked209

Hierarchical Transformer (Zhu et al., 2020) utilizes210

the golden conversation structures to operate211

attentions on related utterances when training212

models, which results in exposure bias. DialBERT213

(Li et al., 2020b), a recent architecture including214

a BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and an LSTM 215

(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997), models 216

contextual clues but no dialogue-specific features, 217

and claims a state-of-art performance. 218

In this work, we propose a new design of model 219

considering structural characteristics of dialogues, 220

based on the fact that dialogues are developed 221

according to the behavior of speakers so as to 222

disentangle a multi-party dialogue context. In 223

detail, we model dialogue structures with two 224

highlights: 1) speaker properties of each utterance, 225

which helps with the understanding of utterances, 226

and 2) interactions of speakers between utterances, 227

which helps with the development of conversation 228

threads. The resulting model is evaluated on 229

Ubuntu IRC dataset (Kummerfeld et al., 2019), 230

achieving state-of-the-art performance. Analysis 231

verifies the effectiveness of the proposed methods. 232

In addition, we apply our model in various 233

advanced dialogue-related MRC tasks, which 234

show the applicability and generality of structural 235

characterization on multi-party dialogues. 236

3 Methodology 237

The definition of the dialogue disentanglement task 238

and details of our model are sequentially presented 239

in this section, illustrating how we make efforts 240

for disentanglement task with dialogue structural 241

features. 242

3.1 Task Formulation 243

Suppose that we perform disentanglement to 244

a long multi-party dialogue history D = 245

{U0, U2, . . . , Un}, where D is composed of n 246

utterances. An utterance includes an identity of 247

speaker and a message sent by this user, thus 248

denoted as Ui = {si,mi}. As several threads are 249

flowing simultaneously within D, we define a set 250

of threads T = {t0, t2, . . . , tn} as a partition of 251

D, where ti = {Ui0 , . . . , Uik}, 0 ≤ i0 ≤ n, 0 ≤ 252

ik ≤ n , denoting a thread of the conversation. 253

In this task, we aim to disentangle D into T. 254

As indicated before, a multi-party dialogue is 255

constructed by successive participation of speakers, 256

who often reply to former utterances of interest. 257

Thus, a dialogue passage can be modeled as a 258

graph structure whose vertices denote utterances 259

and edges denote reply-to relationships between 260

utterances. Therefore, we focus on finding a parent 261

node for each utterance through inference of reply- 262

to relationship, so as to discover edges and then 263
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regum: which is really inconvenient, as 
it means I have to plug a keyboard 
every time I turn it on.

daftykins: I meant to the channel and 
not me,I know nothing about python:)

regum: I cant ssh into it until I log 
in as a user.

regum: it says connetction refused.

blakdog: Do the ubuntu lts 
versions able to run as a live cd?

bekks: regum: Because the root accoutn 
is disabled in Ubuntu,by default.

daftykins: blackdog: run as live 
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blakdog: thanks

daftykins: regum: so reconfigure SSHd
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Context-aware Prediction
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Figure 2: Overview of our model.

determine the graph of a conversation thread.264

3.2 Model Architecture265

Figure 2 shows the architecture of the proposed266

model, which is introduced in detail in this part.267

The model architecture consists of three modules,268

including text encoder, structural interaction, and269

context-aware prediction. 1) The utterances270

from a dialogue history are encoded with a271

PrLM whose output is then aggregated to context-272

level in the encoder. 2) The representation273

is sequentially fed into the structural modeling274

module, used for dialogue structure features275

modeling to characterize contexts with speaker-276

aware and reference-aware features. 3) Then in the277

prediction module, the model performs a fusion and278

calculates the prediction of reply-to relationships.279

3.2.1 Encoder280

Pairwise encoding Following previous works281

(Zhu et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020b), we utilize a282

pre-trained language model e.g. BERT (Devlin283

et al., 2019) as an encoder for contextualized284

representation of tokens. Since chatting records285

are always long and continuous, it is inappropriate286

and unrealistic to concatenate the whole context as287

input. Thus, we concatenate an utterance with each288

parent candidate separately at the encoder stage,289

satisfying contextual information from former290

history.291

Assuming that for an utterance Ui, we consider292

former C utterances (including Ui itself) as293

candidates for parent node of Ui, the input of a294

PrLM is in the form of [CLS] Ui−j [SEP] Ui295

[SEP], where 0 ≤ j ≤ C − 1. The output296

is denoted as H0 ∈ RC×L×D, where C denotes297

the window length in which former utterances are298

considered as candidates of the parent, L denotes 299

the input sequence length in tokens, D denotes 300

the dimension of hidden states of the PrLM. Note 301

that there is a situation where the golden parent 302

utterance is beyond the range of [Ui−(C−1), Ui]. 303

We label a self-loop for Ui in this case, which 304

means Ui is a beginning of a new dialogue thread 305

as it is too far from the parent, making Ui a 306

root of the thread, which makes sense in the real 307

world, because when users join in a chat (e.g. 308

entering a chatting room), they intend to check 309

a limited number of recent messages and make 310

replies, instead of scanning the entire chatting 311

record. 312

Utterance Aggregation H0 is pairwise 313

contextualized representations of each pair 314

of the utterance Ui and a candidate Ui−j , which 315

will be aggregated to utterance-level representation 316

for further modeling. Since the next sentence 317

prediction information is modeled into the position 318

of [CLS], we simply reserve the representations 319

of [CLS]. The concatenated pairwise utterance- 320

level representations from all candidates is denoted 321

as H1 ∈ RC×D, where C denotes the window 322

length and D denotes the dimension of hidden 323

states of the PrLM. 324

3.2.2 Structural Modeling 325

Speaker Property Modeling With the goal of 326

enhancing speaker property of each utterance, we 327

follow the mask-based Multi-Head Self-Attention 328

(MHSA) mechanism to emphasis correlations 329

between utterances from the same speaker. The 330
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mask-based MHSA is formulated as follows:331

A(Q, K, V, M) = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

+ M)V,

headt = A(HWQ
t , HWK

t , HWV
t , M),

MHSA(H, M) = [head1, , . . . ,headN ]WO,

(1)332

where A, headt, Q, K, V , M , N denote the333

attention, head, query, key, value, mask, and the334

number of heads, respectively. H denotes the input335

matrix, and WQ
t , WK

t , W V
t , WO are parameters.336

Operator [·, ·] denotes concatenation. At this stage,337

we input the aggregated representation H1 with a338

speaker-aware mask:339

M[i, j] =

{
0, si=sj
−∞, otherwise

H2 = MHSA(H1, M),

(2)340

where s denotes the speaker identity, M denotes341

masks of speaker property. The output of MHSA,342

H2 ∈ CL×D, has the same dimension with H1. We343

concatenate H1 and H2 and adjust to the same size344

using a linear layer, resulting in a final output of345

this module denoted as H2 ∈ CL×D.346

Reference Dependency Modeling As discussed347

above, the relation of references between speakers348

is the most important and straightforward349

dependency among utterances, for references350

indicate interactions between users which is the351

internal motivation of the development of a352

dialogue record. To this end, we build a matrix353

to label the references, which is regarded as an354

adjacency matrix of a graph representation. In355

the graph of references, a vertice denotes an356

utterance and an edge for reference dependence.357

For example, U1012 in Figure 1 mentions and358

reply to regum, forming dependence to utterances359

from regum, i.e., U1009, U1010, and U1014. Thus360

there are edges from v1012 to v1009, v1010, and361

v1014. Impressed by the activate researches of362

graph convolutional network (GCN) (Kipf and363

Welling, 2017), we borrow the relation-modeling364

of relational graph convolutional network (r-GCN)365

(Schlichtkrull et al., 2018; Shi and Huang, 2019) in366

order to enhance the reference dependencies, which367

can be denoted as follows:368

h(l+1)
i = σ(

∑
r∈R

∑
j∈Nr

i

1

ci,r
W(l)

r h(l)j +W(l)
0 h(l)i ),369

where R is the set of relationships, which in370

our module is only reference dependencies. N r
i371

denotes the set of neighbours of vertice vi, which372

are connected to vi through relationship r, and373

ci,r is constant for normalization. W (l)
r and W

(l)
0 374

are parameter matrix of layer l. σ is activated 375

function, which in our implementation is ReLU 376

(Glorot et al., 2011; Agarap, 2018). We feed H2 377

into this module and derive H3 ∈ CL×D through 378

dependency modeling of r-GCN. 379

3.2.3 Context-aware Prediction 380

We employ a Bi-LSTM (Hochreiter and 381

Schmidhuber, 1997) layer for compensating 382

contextualized information within the whole 383

window of candidates of parent utterances. At 384

the same time, the dialogue structure-aware 385

representation H3 needs to be combined with 386

the original representation of [CLS] H0 for 387

enhancement. 388

Motivated by both of them, we employ a Syn- 389

LSTM module (Xu et al., 2021), which was 390

originally proposed for named entity recognition 391

(NER). A Syn-LSTM is distinguished from an 392

additional input gate for an extra source of input, 393

whose parameters are obtained from training, 394

achieving a better fusion of input sources. Thus 395

a layer of Syn-LSTM models the contextual 396

information while the reference dependency is 397

highlighted, enriching relations among parent 398

candidates. The process in a Syn-LSTM cell can 399

be formulated as: 400

ft = σ(W(f)x1t + U(f)ht−1 + Q(f)x2t + bf ),

ot = σ(W(0)x1t + U(o)ht−1 + Q(o)x2t + bo),

i1t = σ(W(i)x1t + U(i)ht−1 + bi),

i2t = σ(W(m)x2t + U(m)ht−1 + bm),

c1t = tanh(W(k)x1t + U(k)ht−1 + bk),

c2t = tanh(W(p)x2t + U(p)ht−1 + bp),

ct = ft⊙ct−1 + i1t⊙c1t + i2t⊙c2t,
ht = ot⊙tanh(ct),

401

where x1t and x2t are inputs, ft is a forget gate, ot 402

is a output gate, i1t and i2t are input gates, and W 403

represents parameter. We use the Syn-LSTM in the 404

bi-directional way and the output of it is denoted 405

as H4 ∈ RL×2Dr , where Dr is the hidden size of 406

the Syn-LSTM. 407

At this stage, H4 is the structural feature- 408

enchanced representation of each pair of the 409

utterance Ui and a candidate parent utterance Ui−j . 410

To measure the correlations of these pairs, we 411

follow previous work (Li et al., 2020b) to consider 412

the Siamese architecture between each pair of 413
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Model VI ARI 1-1 F1 P R

Test Set
FeedForward (Kummerfeld et al., 2019) 91.3 – 75.6 36.2 34.6 38.0

×10 union (Kummerfeld et al., 2019) 86.2 – 62.5 33.4 40.4 28.5
×10 vote (Kummerfeld et al., 2019) 91.5 – 76.0 38.0 36.3 39.7
×10 intersect (Kummerfeld et al., 2019) 69.3 – 26.6 32.1 67.0 21.1

Elsner (Elsner and Charniak, 2008) 82.1 – 51.4 15.5 12.1 21.5
Lowe (Lowe et al., 2017) 80.6 – 53.7 8.9 10.8 7.6
BERT (Li et al., 2020b) 90.8 62.9 75.0 32.5 29.3 36.6
DialBERT (Li et al., 2020b) 92.6 69.6 78.5 44.1 42.3 46.2

+cov (Li et al., 2020b) 93.2 72.8 79.7 44.8 42.1 47.9
+feature (Li et al., 2020b) 92.4 66.6 77.6 42.2 38.8 46.3
+future context (Li et al., 2020b) 92.3 66.3 79.1 42.6 40.0 45.6

Ptr-Net (Yu and Joty, 2020) 92.3 70.2 – 36.0 33.0 38.9
+ Joint train (Yu and Joty, 2020) 93.1 71.3 – 39.7 37.2 42.5
+ Self-link (Yu and Joty, 2020) 93.0 74.3 – 41.5 42.2 44.9
+ Joint train&Self-link (Yu and Joty, 2020) 94.2 80.1 - 44.5 44.9 44.2

BERTbase (Our baseline) 91.4 60.8 74.4 37.2 34.0 41.2
Our model 94.6+3.2 76.8+16 84.2+9.8 51.7+14.5 51.8+17.8 51.7+10.5

Dev Set
Decom. Atten. (Parikh et al., 2016) 70.3 – 39.8 0.6 0.9 0.7

+feature(Parikh et al., 2016) 87.4 – 66.6 21.1 18.2 25.2
ESIM (Chen et al., 2017) 72.1 – 44.0 1.4 2.2 1.8

+feature (Chen et al., 2017) 87.7 – 65.8 22.6 18.9 28.3
MHT (Zhu et al., 2020) 82.1 – 59.6 8.7 12.6 10.3

+feature (Zhu et al., 2020) 89.8 – 75.4 35.8 32.7 34.2
DialBERT (Li et al., 2020b) 94.1 81.1 85.6 48.0 49.5 46.6
BERTbase (Our baseline) 92.8 74.4 80.8 40.8 37.7 42.7
Our model 94.4+1.6 81.8+7.4 86.1+5.3 52.6+11.8 51.0+13.3 54.3+11.6

Table 1: Experimental results on the Ubuntu IRC dataset (Kummerfeld et al., 2019).

[Ui, Ui−j ] 1 ≤ j ≤ C − 1 and the pair of [Ui, Ui]:414

H5j = [pii, pij , pii ⊙ pij , pii − pij],415

where pij is the representation for the pair of416

[Ui, Ui−j ] from H4, and we got H4 ∈ RL×8Dr .417

H5 is then fed into a classifier to predict a parent418

utterance from all parent candidates. Cross-entropy419

loss is used as model training object.420

4 Experiments421

Our proposed model is evaluated on a large-422

scale multi-party dialogue log dataset Ubuntu IRC423

(Kummerfeld et al., 2019), which is also used as a424

dataset of DSTC-8 Track2 Task4. The results show425

that our model surpasses the baseline significantly426

and achieves a new state-of-the-art.427

4.1 Dataset428

Ubuntu IRC (Internet Relay Chat) (Kummerfeld429

et al., 2019) is the first available dataset and also430

the largest and most influential benchmark corpus431

for dialogue disentanglement, which promotes432

related researches heavily. It is collected from433

#Ubuntu and #Linux IRC channels in the form434

of chatting logs. The usernames of participants435

are reserved, and reply-to relations are manually436

annotated in the form of (parent utterance, 437

son utterance). Table 2 shows statics of 438

Ubuntu IRC. 439

Passages Utterances Links Avg. users

Train 153 22,0463 69,395 130.3
Dev 10 12,500 2,607 128.1
Test 10 15,000 5,187 156.9

Table 2: Statistics of Ubuntu IRC (Kummerfeld et al.,
2019).

4.2 Metrics 440

Reply-to relations We calculate the accuracy for 441

the prediction of parent utterance, indicating the 442

inference ability for reply-to relations. 443

Disentanglement For the goal of dialogue 444

disentanglement, threads of a conversation is 445

formed by clustering all related utterances bridged 446

by reply-to relations, in other words, a connected 447

subgraph. At this stage, we use metrics to evaluate 448

following DSTC-8, which are scaled-Variation 449

of Information (VI) (Kummerfeld et al., 2019), 450

Adjusted rand index (ARI) (Hubert and Arabie, 451

1985), One-to-One Overlap (1-1) (Elsner and 452
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Model VI ARI 1-1 F1 P R

BERTbase 91.7 74.6 80.2 33.5 32.16 35.0
Ablation study

+ speaker 94.0 81.2 84.9 45.0 44.7 45.3
+ reference 94.1 82.4 85.6 47.4 47.4 47.4
+ Both 94.4 81.8 86.1 52.6 51.0 54.3

Aggregation methods
w/ max-pooling 94.1 80.0 85.3 50.8 52.5 49.2
w/ [CLS] 94.4 81.8 86.1 52.6 51.0 54.3

Layers of Syn-LSTM
w/ 1 layer 94.4 81.8 86.1 52.6 51.0 54.3
w/ 2 layers 94.0 78.2 84.6 50.4 50.9 50.0
w/ 3 layers 94.3 79.6 85.3 52.2 51.9 52.6

Table 3: Results of architecture optimizing experiments.

Charniak, 2010), precision (P), recall (R), and F1453

score of clustering. Note that in the table of results,454

we present 1-VI instead of VI (Kummerfeld et al.,455

2019), thus we expect larger numerical values for456

all metrics indicating a stronger performance.457

4.3 Setup458

Our implementations are based on Transformers459

Library (Wolf et al., 2020). We fine-tune our model460

employing AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019)461

as the optimizer. The learning rate begins with 4e-462

6. In addition, due to the trade-off for computing463

resources, the input sequence length is set to 128,464

which our inputs are truncated or padded to, and465

the window width of considered candidates is set466

to 50.467

4.4 Experimental Results468

As is presented in Table 1, the experimental results469

show that our model outperforms all baselines470

by a large margin as the annotated different471

values. It is also shown that our model achieves472

superior performance on most metrics compared to473

previously proposed models as highlighted in the474

table, making a new state-of-the-art (SOTA).475

5 Analysis476

5.1 Architecture Optimizing477

5.1.1 Ablation Study478

We study the effect of speaker property and479

reference dependency respectively to verify their480

specific contribution. We ablate either of the481

characters and train the model. Results in Table482

3 show that both speaker property and reference483

dependency are non-trivial.484
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Figure 4: Bad case study.

5.1.2 Methods of Aggregation 485

At the stage of aggregation heading for context- 486

level representations, we consider the influence 487

of different methods of aggregation, i.e., max- 488

pooling and extraction of [CLS] tokens, the 489

models are trained with the same hyper-parameters. 490

Results in Table 3 show [CLS] tokens is a better 491

representation. 492

5.1.3 Layers of LSTM 493

To determine the optimal depth of the Bi-Syn- 494

LSTM, we do experiments on the number of 495

layers of a Syn-LSTM, also with the same hyper- 496

parameters. According to the results, as shown 497

in Table 3, we put a one-layer Bi-Syn-LSTM for 498

better performance. 499

5.2 Prediction Analysis 500

In order to discuss and intuitively show the progress 501

made by our model, we analyze the predictions 502

from our model and baseline model (i.e., BERT) in 503

different aspects. 504

1) We catalog reply-to relationships based on 505

the length of their golden spans, and compute 506

the precise of baseline model and ours. Figure 507

3 shows that our model outperforms baseline by 508

larger margins on links with longer spans (longer 509

than 20 utterances), indicating that our model is 510

more robust on the longer passages. 511

2) To find out how the speaker property and 512

reference dependency benefit the prediction, we 513

select bad cases of the baseline and study the 514

predictions made by our model on them, as 515

depicted in Figure 4. It is observed that our 516

model corrects 43.3% of the wrong cases from 517

the baseline model, among which 47.9% of the 518

predicted reply-to relations points to utterance pairs 519

with the same speaker annotations, and 42.2% of 520

7



them points to pairs with mentioned dependency.521

As the illustration shows, our model effectively522

captures the structural information caused by these523

characters and thus gains improvement.524

5.3 Metrics525

The used metrics are explained and analyzed briefly526

for a better understanding of model performance.527

Details are shown in A.1.528

6 Applications529

Empirically, it is consistent with our intuition that530

clarifying the structure of a passage helps with531

reading comprehension. Accordingly, we assume532

that disentangling a dialogue passage facilitates533

reading comprehension. This section aims to verify534

whether dialogue-related MRC tasks benefit from535

disentanglement with experiments conducted on536

different tasks and domains.537

6.1 Response Selection538

The dataset of DSTC7 subtask1 (Gunasekara et al.,539

2019) is a benchmark of response selection tasks,540

derived from Ubuntu chatting logs, which is541

challenging because of massive scale. As shown in542

Table 4, it contains hundreds of thousand dialogue543

passages, and each dialogue has speaker-annotated544

messages and 100 response candidates.545

For implementation, pre-processed context546

passages are firstly fed into the trained model for547

disentanglement to obtain predicted partitions of548

context utterances. Then when dealing with the549

response selection task, we add a self-attention550

layer to draw attention between utterances within551

a common cluster in the hope of labels of clusters552

leading to better contributions to performance.553

6.2 Dialogue MRC554

We also make efforts to apply disentanglement555

on span extraction tasks of question answering556

datasets, where we consider multi-party dialogue557

dataset Molweni (Li et al., 2020a), a set of speaker-558

annotated dialogues with some questions whose559

answers can be extracted from contexts, which is560

also collected from Ubuntu chatting logs. Statistics561

are shown in Table 4. Based on the fact that562

passages in Molweni are brief compared to other563

datasets we used, utterances tend to belong to the564

same conversation session through criss-crossed565

relations. Thus we alternatively leverage labels of566

reply-to relations from our model, and build graphs567

among utterances.568

6.3 Open-domain QA 569

As the former two datasets are both extracted 570

Ubuntu IRC chatting logs, we additionally 571

consider an open-domain dataset, FriendsQA 572

(Yang and Choi, 2019), which contains daily 573

spoken languages from the TV show Friends, 574

shown in Table 4. FriendsQA gives QA questions 575

and is coped with in the same way as the Molweni 576

dataset. 577

DSTC-7 Molweni FriendsQA

Train (dial. / Q) 100,000/– 8,771 / 24,682 973 / 9,791
Dev (dial. / Q) 5000/– 883 / 2,513 113 / 1,189
Test (dial. / Q) 1000/– 100 / 2,871 136 / 1,172
Utterances 3-75 14 173
Responses 100 - -
Open-domain N N Y

Table 4: Statistics of datasets for applications.

Model DSTC-7 Molweni FriendsQA
R@1 MRR EM F1 EM F1

Public Baseline - - 45.3 58.0 45.2 –
BERTbase 51.2 60.9 45.7 58.8 45.2 59.6

w/ label 51.4 61.5 46.1 61.7 45.2 60.9

Table 5: Results of application experiments.

Results presented in Table 5 indicate that our 578

model bring consistent profits to downstream 579

tasks. Here we only consider naive baselines and 580

straightforward methods for simplicity and fair 581

comparison, which suggests there is still latent 582

room for performance improvement. 583

7 Conclusion 584

In this paper, we study disentanglement on 585

long multi-party dialogue records and propose 586

a new model by paying close attention to the 587

characteristics of dialogue structure, i.e., the 588

speaker property and reference dependency. Our 589

model is evaluated on the largest latest benchmark 590

dataset Ubuntu IRC, where experimental results 591

show the advancement of our method compared to 592

previous work and reach a new SOTA performance. 593

In addition, we analyze the contribution of each 594

structure-related feature by ablation study and the 595

effect of the different model architecture. Our work 596

discloses that speaker property and dependency 597

are significant characters of dialogue contexts and 598

deserve studies in multi-turn dialogue modeling. 599
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A Appendix 898

A.1 Metrics 899

The metrics for evaluating performance of 900

disentanglement are described as follows. 901

1) scaled-Variation of Information. For the 902

two partition X and Y of set S, V I(X;Y ) = 903

H(X,Y )− I(X,Y ), where H(X,Y ) is the joint 904

entropy of X and Y and I(X,Y ) is the mutual 905

information between X and Y , both can be easily 906

calculated from the contingency table. Following 907

previous work(Kummerfeld et al., 2019), VI is 908

scaled to be positive and between 0 and 1. i.e., 909

1−V I/log2(n), where n is the number of elements 910

in the set S. Thus a bigger number means the two 911

partitions are more similar. 912

2) Adjusted Rand Index. The adjusted Rand index
is the corrected-for-chance version of the Rand
index (Hubert and Arabie, 1985). ARI measures
the links between elements under two partitions
and indicates how much links lies in the i-th part
of the predicted partition X and the j-th part of
the ground truth partition Y . Given a contingency
table, ARI can be formulated as:∑

ij C
2
nij

− [
∑

iC
2
ai

∑
j C

2
bj
]/C2

nij

1
2 [
∑

iC
2
ai +

∑
j C

2
bj
]− [

∑
iC

2
ai

∑
j C

2
bj
]/C2

nij

, where ai is the summation if row i and bj is the 913

summation of column j. C denotes combinatorial 914

number. 915

3) One-to-One Overlap. One-to-one overlap, also 916

called one-to-one accuracy, is calculated as the 917

percentage overlap by pairing up clusters from two 918
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partitions to maximize overlap using the methods919

of max-flow algorithm (Elsner and Charniak, 2008),920

indicating how well a whole conversation can be921

extracted intact.922

4-6) Exact Match. Precise, Recall, and F1 score923

are used for measuring the exact matching of924

clusters, where single utterances (clusters only925

consists of one utterance) is discarded, following926

previous work.927

Recently study made effort to analyze measures928

(Jiang et al., 2021), where human satisfaction929

measures are applied on metrics: Normalized930

Mutual Information (NMI), Adjusted Rand Index931

(ARI), Shen-F, and F1, results shows that F1 is the932

most similar to human satisfaction scores, while933

ARI, NMI and Shen-F seem to tend to overrate934

disentanglement results but F1 underrates. Here we935

present a scatterplot 5 based on our experimental936

results.937
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Figure 5: Scatter plots matrix for metrics.
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